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Events



The First International Museum Conference for Dutch and Russian 
museum professionals “Sustainable Dialogues

18 – 19 April 2016 - The First International Museum Conference for

Dutch and Russian museum professionals “Sustainable Dialogues” took

place in Amsterdam, Netherlands. More than 100 Russian and Dutch

directors and education professionals of the most prominent museums in

both countries participated in presentations, study visits, workshops and

speed dates. The conference was organized by the centre for international

cooperation DutchCulture, ICOM Russia and SAM Foundation. More than

20 follow-up collaborations have already sprouted from the conference and

participants have expressed their interest to hold the second edition of the

event, which will take place in Russia in 2017.

http://dutchculture.nl/nl/conference-report-and-results-sustainable-

dialogues-international-museum-conference



The XVIII international museum festival 
“Intermuseum 2016”

13 – 16 May 2016 – The XVIII international museum festival

“Intermuseum 2016”, Moscow, Russia. It was devoted to the theme

“Museum without borders. Social Mission of the Museum in the

Context of Intercultural Dialogue”. The Festival was organized by the

Ministry of Culture, ICOM Russia, Russian union of museums and

Vladimir Potanin Charity foundation.

This annual Festival consists of four parts:

• conference program: panel sessions, round tables and thematic

discussions in the context of the Festival’s theme;

• contest program (museums apply with relevant projects for

different nominations, and the selected projects are presented

during the Festival to define the winners)

• expositions (museums of Russia and guest countries present their

activity within special stands/booths)

• cultural events (master-classes, excursions, etc.)



The XVIII international museum festival 
“Intermuseum 2016”

ICOM Russia elaborated the concept note of the Festival’s theme, prepared and held

the conference part, including five thematic sessions:

• “The museum language: how to communicate with the visitor”;

• “The museum’s potential in the system of social support”;

• “Museums and local community”;

• “The museum as a space for dialogue and understanding of the “Other”;

• “Museum education”.

ICOM Russia booth was devoted to the 100th birthday of Kenneth Hudson.

According to the annual tradition, ICOM Russia has granted the prize to the best

museum project on work with the local community during the closing ceremony of

the Festival (this year the award was given to the Ural branch of the National Center

for Contemporary art).



The VI International Forum «Historico-Cultural Heritage as a 
Source of Socio-Cultural Development»

28 June to 3 July 2016 – The VI International Forum «Historico-Cultural

Heritage as a Source of Socio-Cultural Development», Abakan, Khakassia,

Russian Federation. The Forum is a high-level federal event organized by the

Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of

Khakassia with the assistance of ICOM Russia and under the auspices of

UNESCO. The central theme of the forum – «Cultural industries» - was proposed

by ICOM Russia. Our committee prepared and held the museum section entitled

“Museums and Cultural Industries — the Strategy of Leadership”. At the end of

the Forum, a resolution on “Museums and Cultural Industries” was adopted with

the aim to highlight the role of museums in the development of creative economy,

to enhance the innovative and creative potential of museum personnel, and

encourage cooperation of museums with other stakeholders in the sphere of art,

culture, tourism and creative entrepreneurship. http://forum.r-19.ru/



The International expert meeting
“Museum as a driver of civic engagement in the preservation and 

development of cultural space” 

4 July 2016 – The International expert meeting “Museum as a

driver of civic engagement in the preservation and development

of cultural space” in the frameworks of the ICOM General

conference in Milan (3 – 9 July 2016). This expert meeting was

organized by ICOM Russia. More than 60 representatives of 8

countries participated in this meeting and 10 papers were

presented. The Museum experts were able to get acquainted with

successful practices and projects in the field of the collaborative

work of museums and communities on preservation and

popularization of the cultural and natural heritage.



The ICOM Russia General conference

6 October 2016 – The ICOM Russia General conference,

Moscow, Russia. More than 370 museum experts from all over

the country participated in this event. The main aim of the

General conference was to present financial and activity report

for 3 years and hold the elections of the decision making bodies

of ICOM Russia for the new term (2016-2019). Additionally, a

series of presentations of distinctive museum projects and new

technologies for museums were made during the General

conference. As the result of the General conference, a new

President and new Board members were elected. http://icom-

russia.com/data/icom-in-russia/board/



The All-Russian conference and round table talks 
“Modern corporate museum: social and educational programs and 

strategies of the development” 

27 – 29 October 2016 – The All-Russian conference and round

table talks “Modern corporate museum: social and educational

programs and strategies of the development”, Sarov, Russia. This

event took place on a basis of the Museum of nuclear weapon and was

conducted by the State Corporation “Rosatom” and ICOM Russia. The

roundtable was intended to raise the level of competence of

employees of the corporate museums in the construction of the

contemporary expositions and the implementation of innovative

programs in the social sphere. About 80 representatives of corporate

museums participated in this event. The conference proceedings were

published in February 2017 and distributed among the corporate

museums’ representatives and other interested parties.



The Conference «Digital signage and multimedia technologies for the 
museum and exhibition space»

1 November 2016 – The Conference «Digital signage and

multimedia technologies for the museum and exhibition space»,

Moscow, Russia. Conference was organized by the international

exhibition company “Midexpo”, ICOM Russia and Non-

commercial partnership “Automatization of the museum

activities and informational technologies”. The event was held in

the framework of the international exhibition “Integrated

Systems Russia”. Around 120 museum experts, including

museum directors and IT specialists, participated in the event.



The International expert meeting and seminar 

“The art of carpet making”

16 – 19 November 2016 – The International expert meeting and seminar “The art of carpetmaking” in Baku, Azerbaijan. This

event was prepared by the All-Russian museum of decorative, applied and folk arts (Moscow), ICOM Russia and Carpet museum

(Baku), with the financial support of the Intergovernmental Foundation for Educational, Scientific and Cultural Cooperation

(IFFESCO). Expert meeting and seminar took place in the framework of the longstanding intercultural program “The heritage of

the Commonwealth. Traditions for the future”. The main aim of this event was to share the best practices in the sphere of

preservation, restoration and exhibiting of carpets. ICOM Russia was responsible for the invitation and communication with

experts from CIS countries. More than 70 experts participated in the expert meeting and seminar



The Round table “Specialist in contemporary museum: 
new competences – new horizons” 

1 December 2016 – The Round table “Specialist in Contemporary

Museum: New Competences – New Horizons”, Saint Petersburg,

Russia. Round table talks were held in the framework of the V Saint

Petersburg international cultural forum (1 – 3 December). This

event gathered more than 120 experts from the universities and

museums and gave the possibility to discuss problems concerning

the training of museum specialists. Remarkably, these professional

discussions should be followed by a collaborative process (including

new expert meetings, new programs and agreements between

museums and universities) towards the improvement of

professional capacities and practical skills of students oriented to

work in museums and the sphere of cultural heritage.



The Third International Conference “Corporate Museums Today”

15 – 17 December 2016 - The Third International Conference

“CorporateMuseums Today”, Kaliningrad, Russia. It was organized

by ICOM Russia in cooperation with the World Ocean Museum

(Kaliningrad). The conference was devoted to the theme: «Audience

Strengthening of the Corporate Museum as an Incentive to the

Industry’s Development» and aimed at examining innovative

approaches and successful practices of museum interaction with the

visitor. The conference brought together more than 100 experts not

only from corporate, but also from departmental, state and private

museums, as well as representatives of public authorities, civil

society organizations, independent experts and business companies

interested in the development of museums. The proceeding of the

conference will be published online in March 2017



Long-term projects



Education course “Museum studies” 

September – December 2016 – The education course

“Museum studies” in the framework of the MA program

“Applied culturology” at the National scientific and research

university “Higher school of economics”. This course is jointly

prepared by the Higher school of economics, the State

polytechnic museum, Vladimir Potanin charity foundation

and ICOM Russia. ICOM Russia Executive directorate is

responsible for the elaboration of the program, selection of

lecturers, course mentorship, lecturing and students’

knowledge evaluation.



Publications



Yuri Vella. The spirit of Museum

Yuri Vella. The spirit of Museum– Moscow, Publishing house

“Pero”, 2016 – 64 p. ISBN 978-5-906862-79-2. Language –

Russian and English. Number of copies – 500.

This publication was realized by ICOM Russia. Yuri Vella’s stories

were transcribed and translated by Mikhail Gnedovsky, ICOM

Russia Board Member.



Guidance on Museum Audience Research

ICOM Russia has supported the publication of the

Guidance on Museum Audience Research initiated by

the Polytechnic museum with the aim to describe key

methods and instruments used to study needs of

museum visitors.

The publication is available in Russian language here-

https://polymus.ru/ru/library/download/PM-

MGT.pdf/



Museum contest for children 
“My favourite museum exhibit”

ICOM Russia created a series of magnet bookmarks

(five types) with the drawings of winners in the contest

“My favourite museum exhibit” held by the children

studio “Fairy tale of the weekend” of the State literary

museum. The bottom side of the magnets shows the list

of ICOM international committees to raise awareness

about our organization’s activity.


